Your School Management System

Parental Engagement

Why Choose iSAMS?

- 100% Browser-based
- Software as a Service (SaaS)
- Third-party integration
- Intuitive and easy to use

Intuitive Single Interface Solution

"I've lost count of the number of people who've told me how impressed they are with iSAMS – it's a great system."
Laura Pountney, Data Manager, Tudor Hall School

"After 3 years, if we had the chance to do it all over again, I would still pick iSAMS."
Craig Whalland, Director of Educational & Business Technology, Tanglin Trust School

"iSAMS provides instant access to key information, and has totally revolutionised our approach to many pastoral and academic matters."
Bob Allen, Director of Communications, KES Southampton

"The decision to go with iSAMS as our new MIS was a simple one. It offered us all the flexibility we desired while providing us with a very intuitive interface. iSAMS has been well received by all my staff here at Greenwich."
Mike Cheung, Principal and Chief Executive Officer, The University Technical College Royal Borough of Greenwich

"iSAMS provides instant access to key information, and has totally revolutionised our approach to pastoral and academic matters."
Bala Ali, Director of Communications, KES Southampton

Academic Administration

"Why 3 years, if we had the chance to do it all over again, I would still pick iSAMS."
Gary Beallah, Director of Information & Business Technology, Single-Form School

"The decision to go with iSAMS as our new MIS was a simple one. It offered us all the flexibility we desired while providing us with a very intuitive interface. iSAMS has been well received by all my staff here at Greenwich."
Mike Cheung, Principal and Chief Executive Officer, The University Technical College Royal Borough of Greenwich

"iSAMS provides instant access to key information, and has totally revolutionised our approach to pastoral and academic matters."
Bala Ali, Director of Communications, KES Southampton

"Why Choose iSAMS?"
Simplicity is the key

A complete system driven by a single database solution – Simple!

Revolutionise the way you work and communicate

The most intuitive management system for schools

iSAMS School Management Information System

Who uses iSAMS:

- Academies
- Free Schools
- Independent Schools
- International Schools
- Boarding Schools
- Preparatory Schools
- University Technical Colleges

Academic Management
Academic Tracking
Assessment Management
Digital Signage
Fees Billing
Mobile and Tablet Apps
Admissions
SMS/Email

Behaviour and Discipline
Exam/Examination
Financial Management
Free School Funding
First Party Product Integration
Library
My Academics
My Assessment
My Community

Revolutionise the way you work and communicate

"iSAMS has been a huge success and it has revolutionised the way in which we manage information and communication between staff, pupils and parents.”

John Willetts, Head of ICT Services, Sherborne School

"Since moving to iSAMS the day-to-day management of our school data has improved significantly, increasing efficiency across the school."

Mark Smith, Computer Services Manager, Cheadle Hulme School

"The transition over to iSAMS was very efficient and we were very happy, iSAMS is a very intuitive system and it has been very well received by all staff members."

Harry Plumtree, ICT Network Manager, The Samworth Enterprise Academy

We created the iSAMS system in 2003, to improve the way schools work and communicate. Since then, it has developed into the preferred system for schools. iSAMS increases efficiency in every area of school life, by supporting all your academic, administrative and pastoral responsibilities. It can also revolutionise your relationships with parents – and efficient communication is something they now expect.

The ability to access school information from anywhere, means staff can work more productively with motivating and flexible working arrangements. But iSAMS can also improve pupils’ performance, enhancing their day-to-day school life by making studying and other school activities more efficient and enjoyable. You can monitor and track all aspects of their progress and respond much more quickly to any difficulties that arise. The system covers all aspects of school life from a single database. But the beauty is, iSAMS is modular, so it offers a wide range of options to choose from.

Revolutionise the way you work and communicate..."